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                                       Reminder:

Project proposals are due on Friday, October 19th by 5pm.

Budget: $150/team.



RegistersRegisters

Registers are a general type of memory

A Parallel In Parallel Out (PIPO) is very fast since eac bit is 
store or retrieved independently..

PIPO registers require a large number of input/output lines 
for storing large binary numbers.
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RegistersRegisters

Shift Registers store serial information using a clock signal

Single bits of data (0 or 1) are presented on the input with 
each  clock cycle.  The data can them be 'clocked out' one 
bit a time (as shown below) or in parallel.

Shift registers require only a few input/output lines.
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74LS164

•The 74LS164 is a 8 bit  parallel out Serial shift Register
•The parallel output bits are labeled Q

a-h

•Clocking of data occurs on the low to high level transition
•A and B are serial inputs. A&B high sets data on clock ↑
•Clear is asynchronous.



74LS164 Timing



MultiplexersMultiplexers

What’s a multiplexer ?What’s a multiplexer ?

   A multiplexer is a generalized multi-input and multi-output gate. It will 
produce a specific multiple line output for each specific multiple line input.

Example:Example: 3-line input and 4-line output (i.e. 3-to-4 multiplexer).
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N.B. Multiplexers can be very useful for converting a binary number to a HEX display code.



Multiplexers with FPGAs (Table)Multiplexers with FPGAs (Table)

You could build a multiplexer out of logic gates … or you could let the 
Verilog compiler figure it out.

N-to-1 multiplexer:



Multiplexers with FPGAs (if)Multiplexers with FPGAs (if)

An always block with “if” statements can be used for an N-to-M multiplexer:

An always block guarantees that you won’t have any signal races or glitches.



Multiplexers with FPGAs (case)Multiplexers with FPGAs (case)

An always block with “case” constructs can be used for an N-to-M multiplexer:



Multiple ModulesMultiple Modules



Multiple ModulesMultiple Modules

module name instance name

Wires for connecting the 2 lower level modulesWires for connecting the 2 lower level modules



Multiple ModulesMultiple Modules

module name instance name

Warning: DO NOT make these registers !!!Warning: DO NOT make these registers !!!
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